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                    Black Hills - South Dakota Vacation Rentals
                


                
                    Compare 62 vacation rentals.
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                Black Hills - South Dakota
            
            
        
    

    Make Black Hills - South Dakota your next getaway

    Explore the wilderness of the wild west with Black Hills cabin rentals. Away from the buzz of the city, you’ll find wide-open skies, fresh air, and forests to wander. The great outdoors just get better and better—plan your next adventure.




    
        
    

    
        
            Explore Black Hills - South Dakota house rentals, cabins, condo rentals, and more
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                        House rentals
                    

                    
                        View 45 House rentals
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                        View 15 Cabins
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                        View 2 Condo rentals
                    

                
            
        

    



    
        

    Black Hills - South Dakota vacation rentals for every getaway

    
        Popular

        
            Dog-friendly
        
            Hot tub
        
            Internet
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                        4 Bedroom | 3.5 Bath | Sleeps 10
                    
                

                Sugarloaf Lodge - Lead, SD

                
                    
                        

    
        
            
        
    

    
        
            
        
    

    
        
            
        
    

    
        
            
        
    

    
        
            
        
    



                    
                

                
                $336 avg / night
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                        6 Bedroom | 3.5 Bath | Sleeps 16
                    
                

                Liberty Lodge at Terry Peak - Lead, SD

                
                    
                        

    
        
            
        
    

    
        
            
        
    

    
        
            
        
    

    
        
            
        
    

    
        
            
            
        
    



                    
                

                
                $536 avg / night
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                        3 Bedroom | 2.5 Bath | Sleeps 8
                    
                

                Thunderhead Falls Lodge - Rapid City, SD

                
                    
                        

    
        
            
        
    

    
        
            
        
    

    
        
            
        
    

    
        
            
        
    

    
        
            
        
    



                    
                

                
                $399 avg / night
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                        5 Bedroom | 4.5 Bath | Sleeps 16
                    
                

                Black Diamond Lodge - Lead, SD

                
                    
                        

    
        
            
        
    

    
        
            
        
    

    
        
            
        
    

    
        
            
        
    

    
        
            
            
        
    



                    
                

                
                $428 avg / night
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                        3 Bedroom | 2 Bath | Sleeps 10
                    
                

                Lost Buffalo Lodge - Lead, SD

                
                    
                        

    
        
            
        
    

    
        
            
        
    

    
        
            
        
    

    
        
            
        
    

    
        
            
            
        
    



                    
                

                
                $280 avg / night
                

            
            
        

        
            
                View 57 more homes

                
            

        
    




    
        
    
        Browse more vacation rental amenities in Black Hills - South Dakota

        
            Pool
            
                |
            
        
            Riverfront
            
                |
            
        
            Ski-in/ski-out
            
                |
            
        
            Water view
            
                |
            
        
            Waterfront
            
                |
            
        
            A/C
            
                |
            
        
            Fireplace
            
                |
            
        
            Washer/dryer
            
                |
            
        
            Balcony
            
                |
            
        
            Bikes
            
        
    



    
        
    
        Recent Black Hills - South Dakota vacation rental reviews
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                    Location, comfort

                    
                        Jared W.
                         | 
                        Apr 2024
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                    The location was awesome.
The views are fantastic.
Snow in the hills.👍

                    
                        Eloise W.
                         | 
                        Apr 2024
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                    24 of us stayed at the High Country Pool House March 28- April 1. We celebrated an 80th birthday and Easter. Our family aged 2.5 to 83 years and everyone had a great time. So many areas to gather whether you want a competitive game of cards to reading a book quietly. The pool house of course was the star of the show with its warm temperature and pool toys. Your choice of indoor or outdoor hot tubs were also favorites. The kitchen and 2 dining rooms held us all comfortably and with our full bellies we waddled off to the comfiest beds. The kids loved the playground set and sledded down the big hill since it snowed during our stay. The 3 sets of washers/dryers mean no going home with dirty laundry and there are plenty of refrigerators for all the food we brought. The teenagers in our group could usually be found in the theater room and the pool table held  highly competitive games! Loved the closeness to Deadwood as we went in for supper one night and left the kiddos behind. Can’t recommend this house enough for a larger gathering place.

                    
                        Sheila K.
                         | 
                        Apr 2024
                    

                
            
        

    



    
        




    
        
            
                

  
    Black Hills - South Dakota vacation rental FAQ
  









            

        

    

    
        
            
                




    
        

    
        
            
                Are vacation rentals in Black Hills - South Dakota pet-friendly?
            

            
                
            
            
                
            
        
    

    Yes, 12 of our Black Hills - South Dakota homes allow dogs—so feel free to bring Fido along. (Just make sure to check individual home listings for any limits on the number and size of dogs they allow).
Browse dog-friendly homes >




    
    



    
        
    



            
                




    
        

    
        
            
                Do vacation rentals in Black Hills - South Dakota have internet access/WiFi?
            

            
                
            
            
                
            
        
    

    Yes. 60 of our Black Hills - South Dakota vacation rentals have internet access, so you can stay connected throughout your trip.
Browse homes with internet access >




    
    



    
        
    



            
                




    
        

    
        
            
                What amenities do Black Hills - South Dakota vacation rentals have?
            

            
                
            
            
                
            
        
    

    
Some of the most popular amenities in our Black Hills - South Dakota vacation rentals include:
	Hot tub
	Internet
	Pool







    
    



    
        
    



            
                




    
        

    
        
            
                What time are check-in and check-out in Black Hills - South Dakota vacation rentals?
            

            
                
            
            
                
            
        
    

    Our standard check-in time is 4:00 p.m., and the check-out time is 10:00 a.m. Some exceptions apply—after you book, you’ll find check-in and check-out details in the Vacasa guest app or your Trip Manager.




    
    



    
        
    



            
                




    
        

    
        
            
                Will my Black Hills - South Dakota vacation rental be clean when I arrive?
            

            
                
            
            
                
            
        
    

    Absolutely. Our local Black Hills - South Dakota team includes professional housekeepers who care for all our homes here. They’ll clean thoroughly and restock amenities, so everything is ready for your arrival—and all you have to do is settle in and relax. 
Learn more about Vacasa Premium Clean >




    
    



    
        
    



            
                




    
        

    
        
            
                What if I need to change or cancel my trip to Black Hills - South Dakota?
            

            
                
            
            
                
            
        
    

    No worries, plans change. Read over our cancellation policy for more information. And if you currently have a Vacasa reservation for Black Hills - South Dakota, log in to Trip Manager to see options available for your specific trip.




    
    



    
        
    



            
        

    




    
        





    
        Book confidently. Stay comfortably.
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                24/7 support
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                Easy check-in
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                Professional cleaning

            

        

    

    
        


Explore our Black Hills, SD, vacation rentals

The fun all begins with a Black Hills vacation rental. The Black Hills are an isolated mountain range extending from South Dakota to Wyoming, with the inclusion of the Badlands National Park, Mount Rushmore, and the Black Hills National Forest. Venture out to ghost towns or charming mountain towns, pan for gold at the Black Hills Mining Museum, and sightsee elk and buffalo near Custer State Park.



Find yourself home on the range, with comfortable stays and convenient access to all the trails and attractions. The area attracts history buffs, outdoor enthusiasts, and families hopping from landmark to landmark or slowing down to nature’s pace. Tour the landscape by the 1880 Train, time your trip to catch the Hot Air Balloon Festival, and if you’re traveling with kids, don’t miss the Reptile Garden. 
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                    Local touch. National trust. 
North America’s #1 vacation rental manager
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